Popcorn magnate’s grandson gives tips

By KIMBERLY MAY

Popcorn magnate’s grandson gives tips

Atlantic Conference on Entrepreneurship last Saturday. 

Redenbacher explained the company’s market strategy, “Grandpa likes to do things with a sense of humor,“ and illustrated this with two "variations on a theme," Redenbacher said.

The second way to develop a new idea was to "turn them over and look," his grandfather replied.

"You have to be ready and look," his grandfather said.

"The marketing people wouldn’t agree to run that one," the younger Redenbacher said with a laugh.

"He’s not that old yet," his grandfather said. "People will be ready to grant you rights." 

Redenbacher also had advice on where ideas should be found. "You see another good idea, grab it," he said.
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History professor chosen for national post

KORR, from page 1

"Often my opposition is mandatory requirements and programs are taken by people that don't know what an opposition is such programs," he said. "At Penn, I have been opposed mandatory programs and I am in favor of programs that remain ideologically." Kors said that upon hearing of his nomination to the Council, Eleni DiLapi was unable to be reached for comment.

Kors refuted his charge that he was a "false." He added that "Democratic Sena-
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On the Record

Arthur Ashe

"People who are HIV-positive or have AIDS can live very productive, useful and full and... it is not necessarily a short-term death sentence."

Arthur Ashe

Former tennis great

 '--The Gold Standard--'

"A GREAT PLACE TO GROW YOUR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS"

Student ID

Call Charlotta Thunander, ITEC Director, at 1-215-823-5004

International Technology Exchange Center

3600 Market Street - Suite 100

Philadelphia, PA 19104-2642

Call 1-215-823-5004

A GREAT PLACE TO GROW YOUR INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS

The Freshly Prepared Foods

Home Made Baked Goods

MON-THURS 10-7

FRI 10-3

FREE 1993 "Student Travels" Magazine

Visit the ITEC Office at the National Convention Center, Philadelphia, PA 19104

Mon-Thurs 10-7

FRI 10-3

"Come by or call for your copy!"

ITEC International Technology Exchange Center

3600 Market Street - Suite 100

Philadelphia, PA 19104-2642

Space from $325.00 per month

The ITEC is a shared services office environment housing international consulting organizations and start - up companies with international market potential. ITEC offers access to international markets and technologies. Western and Eastern Europe, Russia and the newly independent states. North America, Israel, Japan, South America and the Pacific Rim.

Call Charlotte Thumander, ITEC Director, at 1-215-832-5004
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PainWebber Incorporated cordially invites University of Pennsylvania Students to discuss Career Opportunities in our

INVESTMENT BANKING DIVISION

WORKSHOP - a help session to guide students in choosing careers.

Time: 7:00 pm  Date: Tuesday, November 17
Place: The Faculty Club (reception to follow)

PainWebber
We invest in relationships.

Eyglass Encounters
CONTACT LENS CENTERS

The Shops at Penn 3419 Walnut Street

THE SHOPS AT PENN 3419 Walnut Street

EYGELASSES: GIORGIO ARMANI, JUUL, GALLANT, PAUL STIG, POLIO, LIZ CLAIBORNE, PORSCHE, ALAIN MILKI, Bausch & Lomb, Weisley-Jensen, Ciba, Astigmatic, Anti-glare, Disposables.

FREE EYE EXAM

THE SHOPS AT PENN 3419 Walnut Street

$25 OFF GIORGIO ARMANI contact lenses
$20 OFF POLO FRAMES
$20 OFF INVISIBLE BIFOCALS
$10 OFF COMPLETE-PAIR OF CONTACTS

Come write for the 'DP' Call 898-6585 any time.

Attention Nursing Students: Please be aware that the TUTORING CENTER is now available to you!

Located on the 1st floor of HRE 8-8586.

- Tuets needed.

Greeks' growth credited to new image

"This is a part of the much larger in- crease in the number of Greek organiza- tions which appeals to a wider portion of the student body.

She said about the new program, "We're not talking Penn at universities, not solely the University.

"You have to show me the evidence of it," she said. "Especially after you've had the idea for asking for assistance with tonight's larger program came at the end of October, when PainWebber went to the admissions office to re- quest help due to the scale of the project.

"We're not talking about asking for help," said Gould. "We're talking about asking for support within the greek system to do this."
Wharton Small Business Center lends expertise through consultation officials said. Relations last week, University, was named the Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer U. alumnus named community relations director Arts and Sciences Vice Dean Ira Thomburgh, are most likely to go out of business. Bryan said he will also run special projects such as the Penn's Way campaign, Red Cross Blood drives, and savings Bond drives. Bryan said he will also run special projects such as the Penn's Way campaign, Red Cross Blood drives, and savings Bond drives. "Most businesses need to be closed down and discouraged in their optimism," said Nancy. "We need to give more realistic and get another look at their problems. The SBDC was founded in 1981 and an average of 10,000 companies request help each year. Eligible businesses must have annual sales of less than $10 million and employ fewer than 100 people.
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"Most businesses need to be closed down and discouraged in their optimism," said Nancy. "We need to give more realistic and get another look at their problems. The SBDC was founded in 1981 and an average of 10,000 companies request help each year. Eligible businesses must have annual sales of less than $10 million and employ fewer than 100 people. These guidelines generally define an "eligible" company, which according to SBDC director David Thomburgh, are most likely to go out of business. "It's an uphill climb, particularly the first few years," Thomburgh said. "We have taken a look at what happened to clients. We can say lots of good things about companies who have had SBDC help and those who have not." The SBDC is funded by the Federal government's Small Business Administration, the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, and the University's resources can have maximum impact.

Harkavy, who said Bryan was selected from a pool of about 300 applicants, called Bryan "just outstanding," and said he is very excited to begin working with him. "I just can't wait to have him here as a colleague," Harkavy said. Bryan will start at his new job in early December.
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Letters to the Editor

Working for a Living

A: I'm working for a living right now.
A: How do you know it's a living?
B: Because I'm working for a living.

Q: Where are the jobs?
Q: What's going on with all these job openings?
A: The economy's bad, man.

Road Less Travelled By

Come senior year, your resume could be a scant few lines on one page. It could be self-defeating. It could be pitiful. It could be a waste of time.

It's clear that the headhunters faced with stacks of one-page resumes are looking for things that make certain heads stand out. The resumes, what makes you stand out?

Getting good grades is one thing, while writing a unique experience or knowledge is another. Working at good jobs is definitely a third factor — and, of course, successful involvement in extracurricular activities can make a substantial difference.

But for students truly interested in extracurricular activities, this strategy could be more than just demonstrating its value to a potential employer.

For instance, many students find that their professors grade on curves. In these classes, the fact that they did well may merely intensify competition. For these students, grades may not be the only measure of success.

Many students here at Penn have long believed that the football team's win was only a reflection of the entire student body. We are extremely disappointed at the University's failure to recognize the importance of the football team's win. We are proud of our football team, and we are)).

Although the football team had not won the Ivy title, the entire back page was devoted to their win. When they did win the Ivy title, we were pleased to see the football headlines on the back page — heck, they can even have a white insert if they want.
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Extra Chances

To the Editor:

This past Sunday, November 1, many people participated in a bone marrow drive at Lisa's University to donate bone marrow for Val. Penn students, coaches, administration, students and alumni made up a large percentage of the almost 800 people who were tested that day.

We had a great turnout and properly expressed how much we appreciated all of everyone's efforts.

What we had not appreciated was making people aware of the event, that's why we are the University's contribution to the "Friends of Val.

DONNA MULHERIN Assistant Coach Women's Field Hockey

Second-Class Students

To the Editor:

One of the biggest problems on campus is the lack of equal opportunity for women in sports.

This is a reflection of the University's failure to recognize the importance of the women's field hockey team's win. We are proud of our women's field hockey team, and we are)
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Week of activities recognizes homelessness

By CHARLES ORNSTEIN
Stall Writer

Yesterday marked the beginning of Hunger and Homelessness Week which will be held at the University through Friday.

The week-long project is organized by the Penn Volunteer Network (PVN) and the University and its mission is to work to increase awareness of the world-wide problem of homelessness, according to PVN President Kathleen Sullivan.

"This is an attempt to tell people what homelessness is and how we can do something to solve the issue," Sullivan said.

Yesterday, formerly homeless people talked about their experiences in a discussion called "Faces of the Homeless." Topic row, starting at noon in Bishop White Room inNespeha Hall, Social Work professor Richard van said. "We're not trying to make people feel bad, but we're showing them the reality of homelessness."

"We're trying to raise campus awareness of homelessness," Sullivan said. "We're not trying to mock them. This is more of a statement and a chance to learn about the issues." Sullivan said. "The end goal is to help the homeless across the country through their efforts."
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Somalian refugees arrive in Yemen

The Somalian refugees arrive in Yemen ashore. They disembarked and were taken in groups to a boat at the beach for the refugees. The authorities said Muhammad was accompanied by the French corvette Commandant Daru, which arrived from Djibouti with emergency food, water and medicine. They said the supplies.

New Reps want to retain free parking

New Reps want to retain free parking at National Airport. That's what it is to stay close to the tagging station in the area.

Confused hunter hits doe with antics

Bishop of Tours — He said he had seen the ways of Washington better.

Cardinal Cardinals

Three wife testifies on second's murder

She said he pleaded with her: "Let's sell this house and move away from here."

Four Detroit officers charged in fatal beating

Four Detroit officers charged in fatal beating. She said he told her he was cold, hungry and out of work.

Catholic bishops unveil new universal catechism

"We have simply tried to take up the commandments again on how a Christian can conduct his life today."

Warning: Mondays may be bad for your heart

"I shot a five-point doe," he said of the 116-pound buck.

Natural law

"It must have something to do with the human biological system," said Stefan Willich of the Free University of Berlin, who was one of the researchers.

Careful Consumer

College junior Sarah Mess ponders the difficult dilemma of choosing between free and paid parking at National Airport.
Rob Sims, a senior, has consistently kicked his way into the record books, being named first team All-Ivy in 1990 and 1991. Then, he was named Ivy Defensive Player of the Year in 1992. Whether you've been following the Quakers closely this season or not, it is hard not to notice the punting feats of All-Ivy candidate Rob Sims.
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Bills ave earlier loss to Dolphins

Blazers top Knicks to become only remaining unbeaten team

The question is can they get 10 percent better to win that game.
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24" Farmhouse sink at University City.
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When the news breaks, help fix it.

Become a wire editor for The Daily Pennsylvanian.

Choose stories from the Associated Press wire, design layouts and create graphics.

Call 898-6685 for more info.
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More scoring means nothing

M. Soccer only gets 4 wins

By ROBERT BOTEL
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Going into this season, the Penn men’s soccer team knew it had to score more goals. It didn’t.

The Quakers thought the improved offensive attack would translate into more wins. It didn’t.

And as Penn (11-6 overall, 1-4 Ivy League) suffered at least seven defeats and only four wins, the team learned that scoring seven of which painfully came by a 2-1 goal. The Quakers proved... Season Review

The Quakers could play with anyone; they just couldn’t beat them. The 1992 season was packed with high expectations in September, and the team was unable to maintain that success throughout the season. Only four of the previous season’s starters returned, and were joined by several new faces.

Seniors Joe Ponte, Brian Halak,Shane Brown and captain Mike Anderson gave the Quakers’ offense experience to go with freshmen and sophomores. Pat Larco, Greg Sexton and Terry McLean, enjoyed their experience of senior captains Mike Anderson, Mike Lyons and Sundiata Rush.

Unfortunately, the last piece just didn’t fit. As a Quaker, Rush breaks ankle, not 1,000-yard mark

By ERIKA CANNON
Daily Pennsylvanian Sports Writer

Senior tailback Sundiata Rush heads ball in early-season loss at Villanova. The Quakers had a disappointing 1992 season, going 4-11.
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Seniors Joe Ponte, Brian Halak,Shane Brown and captain Mike Anderson gave the Quakers’ offense experience to go with freshmen and sophomores. Pat Larco, Greg Sexton and Terry McLean, enjoyed their experience of senior captains Mike Anderson, Mike Lyons and Sundiata Rush.

Unfortunately, the last piece just didn’t fit. As a Quaker...